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Abstract

We study the interplay between competitive substrate-C interaction pro-

cesses occurring during chemical vapour deposition (CVD) of ethylene on

Re(0001). At T < 500 K dissociative ethylene adsorption leads to the for-

mation of a dimer species, producing an ordered (4 × 2) structure. In the

range 500− 700 K, the formation of a high–quality single–layer of graphene

is strongly opposed by the formation of a surface carbide characterised by

C trimer units, and, at higher temperatures, by carbon dissolution into the

bulk. Our experimental and theoretical results demonstrate that, under UHV

conditions, the formation of a long-range ordered graphene layer on Re(0001)
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without carbon bulk saturation is confined to a narrow window of growth

parameters: substrate temperature, hydrocarbon gas pressure and exposure

time. Our combined experimental and theoretical approach allowed us to

validate a concept which had already been anticipated in some earlier works

on Rh,Fe and Ni, namely that the epitaxial growth of graphene is not neces-

sarily restricted to surfaces where carburisation is precluded, but could take

place, under given appropriate conditions, also on other metallic substrates

exhibiting a strong C-substrate interaction.

Keywords:

1. Introduction

In order to develop graphene–based technologies, a key issue to tackle is

the large scale production of high quality graphene in an easily controllable

and reproducible way. Among the various methods so far proposed [1], chem-

ical vapour deposition (CVD) on metal surfaces is one of the most promising

routes [2–4]. However, there are still quite a few limitations to the industrial

employment of this process, which is energetically very demanding, due to the

need of cracking the hydrocarbon molecules contained in the commonly used

gas mixtures, such as C2H4+H2, on copper and nickel surfaces at relatively

high temperatures (T'1250 K) [5, 6].

In this respect, one of the primary goals of the scientific community is un-

derstanding the atomic–scale mechanism responsible for graphene formation

and its interaction with the substrate, in order to achieve a better control over

the CVD conditions and to ultimately improve the quality of the graphene

sheets so obtained.
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In order to reach this goal, several obstacles need to be overcome. On one

hand, low sample temperatures during deposition (T.900 K) may inhibit the

complete dissociation of hydrocarbon molecules and lead to the formation of

graphene layers with a high density of vacancies and/or domain boundaries.

The presence of these defects significantly modifies the transport properties of

graphene. On the other hand, high temperatures, combined with particular

pressure conditions, can lead to the formation of surface carbides and/or to

the penetration of C atoms in the bulk of the solid.

The present work focuses on three exemplary competing processes gov-

erned by the interaction between C atoms and the substrate: graphene

growth, surface carbide formation and C dissolution into the bulk. Sev-

eral studies have pointed out that the interaction of carbon atoms with the

metal substrate can significantly change from one surface to another, re-

sulting in the formation of either chemisorbed carbon, surface carbides or

graphene [7, 8]. Moreover, it is widely accepted that graphene itself can

develop different types of interaction with transition metal surfaces, rang-

ing from weak physisorption to strong coupling, which strongly affects the

transport properties and thermal stability of the carbon layers [2, 9]. In this

respect, substrates like Ir(111) [10–12] and Pt(111) [13–17] appear especially

attractive because of the weak interaction they develop with the C layer,

which allows preserving most of the exceptional properties of free standing

graphene. In the specific case of Pt(111), extended, uniform graphene sheets

can be synthesised not only by CVD [13–16], but also by C surface precipi-

tation from the C-doped bulk [17–20].

In this context, the case of graphene/Re(0001) deserves particular atten-
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tion, because on this substrate graphene growth is energetically nearly as

favourable as surface carbide formation [7].

Some earlier studies conducted by Gall et al. [21] on polycrystalline

Rhenium had already highlighted the possibility of growing 2–dimensional

graphitic carbon layers on this metal; the experimental methods which were

employed, though, did not enable a thorough understanding of the mecha-

nisms involved in the formation of graphene and other carbon species. In our

work, we introduced an advanced, innovative approach based on the combina-

tion of experimental spectroscopy, diffraction and microscopy techniques and

state–of–the–art DFT calculations, to characterise the growth of graphene

and other carbon species on Re(0001) and develop a consistent interpreta-

tion of the data. In contrast with what reported in previous works, we found

that there is no actual need to saturate the bulk of the substrate with car-

bon to achieve graphene formation, and that in these conditions (i.e. when

the bulk is not saturated with carbon) the optimum graphene growth tem-

perature is significantly lower than previously believed. Furthermore, under

specific pressure and temperature growth conditions, we observe a complex,

competitive interplay among different carbon species (chemisorbed carbon,

surface carbides, bulk dissolved carbon and, indeed, graphene), which had

not been reported before for other systems.

2. Experimental

The measurements were carried out in three different experimental sys-

tems. The preliminary characterization of the C phases formed on Re(0001)

upon C2H4 thermal decomposition was carried out in the ultra–high vacuum
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chamber of the Surface Science Laboratory at Elettra - Sincrotrone Trieste,

which, besides the standard sample cleaning facilities, is equipped with x–ray

sources and with a hemispherical electron energy analyser1.

The high energy resolution photoelectron spectroscopy experiments were

performed at the SuperESCA beam line [22] of the Elettra synchrotron radi-

ation facility. The photoemission spectra were collected by a SPECS Phoibos

150 mm mean radius hemispherical electron energy analyzer equipped with a

home-made delay line detection system. The experimental set–up combines

high energy resolution with fast data acquisition rates, which enabled us to

monitor during C2H4 deposition the time evolution of the C 1s and Re 4f7/2

core levels over a wide temperature range1.

The microscopy experiments were carried out at the Nanospectroscopy

beam line at Elettra, which is equipped with a spectroscopy and low energy

electron microscope [23, 24] (SPELEEM). Low Energy Electron Microscopy

(LEEM) is a full–field microscopy technique which allows collecting either an

image or a LEED pattern of the surface, thus gaining access to complemen-

tary information in real and reciprocal space [23, 25, 26]. With this system,

it is also possible to acquire the micro–spot LEED (µ−LEED) pattern from

a restricted region of the sample (between 2 and 10µm wide)1.

In all three experimental systems, the Re(0001) surface was cleaned by cy-

cles of Ar+ sputtering at 2.5 keV and repeated oxidizing treatments (pO2
=2× 10−7 mbar),

followed by annealing to 2000 K.

The acquired XPS spectra were fitted to Doniach-Šunjič (DS) functions [27]

1See Supplementary Data for more details.
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convoluted with a Gaussian distribution. The DS profile includes a Lorentzian

width Γ, which accounts for the finite core–hole lifetime, and a singularity in-

dex α, to describe the asymmetric shape of the spectra arising from core–hole

screening effects. The vibrational fine structure, along with any instrumen-

tal or inhomogeneous broadening, contributes to the Gaussian width G. The

background was assumed to be linear. The binding energies (BEs) of the

core level components are all referred to the Fermi level, measured under the

same experimental conditions.

The C coverage corresponding to each carbon phase was estimated by

comparing the integrated intensity of the related C 1s core level photoemis-

sion signal with that of graphene. As explained in detail later on, single–layer

graphene on Re(0001) corresponds to a C coverage of 2.47 ML, as deter-

mined from the experimental data. In order to mediate possible photoelec-

tron diffraction effects, our comparison was not restricted to photoemission

spectra acquired at a single photon energy, but multiple data sets collected

at photon energies in the range 350÷ 550 eV were considered.

Calculations were performed using Density Functional Theory, [28, 29]

with exchange-correlation effects included at the level of the PBE-GGA [30]

functional. We used the Projector Augmented Wave [31] (PAW) method as

implemented in VASP [32, 33] to account for the core electrons of both Re

and C atoms, with the 6s and 5d electrons of Re and the 2s and 2p electrons

of C explicitly included in the valence. We used a plane–wave kinetic energy

cutoff of 400 eV. More details are reported in the Supplementary Information.

The core-level BEs for both C and Re atoms have been estimated in

the so-called final-state approximation. This estimate does not include the
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effect of core-electron screening, as the other core electrons remain fixed at

the electronic configurations used to generate the PAW potential. However

the screening from valence electrons is included, thus providing an accurate

estimate of its effect on the core level BE.

According to previous theoretical studies [34], the method used in the

present work calculates the SCLSs with an accuracy of about 20− 50 meV.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Low temperature carbon overlayers

All the distinct carbon phases described in this work were obtained on

Re(0001) by exposing the sample to a flux of ethylene (C2H4) molecules under

different temperature and pressure conditions.

In the first part of our investigation, we determined the temperature above

which ethylene dissociation into C and H is complete. To this purpose, we

carried out a series of TDS experiments, in which the sample was first exposed

to C2H4 at T=170 K and subsequently annealed to 800 K using a linear rate

of 2 K s−1. In order to prevent spurious contributions to the TD spectrum

due to hydrogen desorption from the W filaments, before each experiment

we flash-annealed the filaments up to the hydrogen desorption temperature

while still keeping the sample at low temperature. The head of the mass

spectrometer was positioned very close to the sample, in order to selectively

collect the desorption signal from the crystal without spurious contributions

from the background.

The desorption signals of H2 (m/e = 2), of molecular C2H4 (m/e = 28),

and of the various species produced by C2H4 fragmentation (m/e = 16, 26,
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27), were monitored as a function of the temperature for different initial

exposures. An accurate calibration of the sample coverage as a function

of the exposure was made possible by the photoemission experiments (later

described). The XPS measurements, in fact, showed that the C coverage at

saturation (above 5 L) is about 0.6 ML; therefore, since in a C2H4 molecule

the stoichiometric C:H ratio is 1 : 2, the H coverage at saturation must be

1.2 ML. From this reference value, we were able to calibrate the H coverage

as a function of the exposure by calculating the area of the H2 desorption

curves (after background subtraction) in each TDS experiment.

Since in C2H4 the H/C ratio is 2, the corresponding amount of H equals a

coverage of about 1.2 ML. The large H2 desorption signal at ∼300 K (Fig. 1),

which is not accompanied by an appreciable desorption of other species,

suggests that C2H4 undergoes a first dehydrogenation already below room

temperature.
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Figure 1: Thermal Desorption spectra of H2 (m/e = 2) for different values of the ethylene

exposure at T=170 K. Heating rate =2 K s−1. In the insets are reported the disordered

(1×1) LEED pattern of the Re(0001) surface after C2H4 adsorption at room temperature

and (on the right) the experimentally determined H uptake curve.

This is in agreement with an earlier work on C2H4 adsorption on polycrys-

talline Re and on Re(0001) by Ducros et al. [35], who already observed that

the thermal desorption spectrum after C2H4 saturation exposure at room

temperature is dominated by the H2 signal. In the inset of Fig. 1 the evo-

lution of the H surface coverage is shown as a function of the initial C2H4

exposure; it is clear that saturation is reached after a C2H4 exposure between

2 and 5 L.

At room temperature, C2H4 adsorption on Re(0001) results in the forma-

tion of a disordered adlayer. This surface is characterised by a LEED pattern

exhibiting a (1×1) periodicity with an intense background and diffuse diffrac-

tion maxima along the direction between the (0, 0) and the first-order spots
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of the substrate (see inset in Fig. 1). Annealing of the C2H4-saturated sub-

strate to T∼750 K, a temperature at which we know that only atomic C

is present on the surface (see below), leads to the appearance of a LEED

pattern with c(4× 2) periodicity (Fig. 2(a)). This diffraction pattern, which

had already been reported by Ducros et al. [35] under similar experimental

conditions, results from the superposition of three non–equivalent rotational

domains oriented at 120◦ from one another.

Our LEED experiments proved that the highest quality c(4×2) overlayer

is formed by C2H4 exposure at 750 K. This conclusion was drawn from the

analysis of the intensity and Lorentzian full width at half maximum (FWHM)

of the overlayer diffraction spots as a function of the C2H4 exposure. The

spots not only gain intensity, but also become sharper, which indicates that

a long–range order has been achieved in the overlayer2. A maximum in

the intensity, and a corresponding minimum in the Lorentzian width of the

diffraction spots, is observed around 2 L exposure. Higher C2H4 exposures

yield a slow monotonic decrease of the c(4 × 2) LEED spot intensity, along

with a slightly increased Lorentzian broadening: this behaviour suggests that

some excess carbon is building up on the surface in a disordered way.

The C 1s core level spectrum of this structure presents a component cen-

tred at 283.4 eV, which suggests that all C adatoms in the c(4× 2) structure

are characterised by a similar adsorption configuration.

2See Supplementary Data.
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Figure 2: (a) LEED pattern of the c(4×2) structure (E = 55 eV), in which three diffraction

spots due to non–equivalent surface domains are differently highlighted. (b) Correspond-

ing bright field image of the surface (E = 4 eV, field of view (f.o.v.): 2µm). (c)–(e)

Dark field LEEM images (E = 16 eV, f.o.v.: 2µm) of the three non–equivalent domains

corresponding to the LEED spots highlighted in (a).

The presence and distribution of c(4 × 2) domains on the surface were

investigated also by LEEM [23, 25]. Fig. 2(b) shows the corresponding bright

field2(BF) image of the high-quality c(4×2) overlayer, characterised by a non–

uniform grey shade, in which the steps and terraces of the Re(0001) substrate

can be easily distinguished. The dark field3 images (Fig. 2 (c-e)) show a high

density of small bright grains, indicating the presence of domains with an

average size of .20 nm. Moreover, the superposition of the three images

corresponding to non–equivalent domains indicates that the ordered layer

does not extend over the entire surface: the sum of the bright areas in Fig. 2

3See Supplementary Data.
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(c)–(e), in fact, yields only 80± 10% of the total surface area.

The estimated C coverage of the c(4× 2) structure, as obtained from the

photoemission data (by comparing the intensity of the C 1s signal of this

structure with that of graphene, as illustrated in the Experimental section),

is in the range 0.5÷ 0.75 ML, thus suggesting an occupation of at least two

C atoms per unit cell.

More information on the c(4×2) structure was obtained from the analysis

of the Re 4f7/2 core level spectra shown in Fig. 3. In a recent experimental

and theoretical surface core level (SCL) analysis of clean Re(0001) [36], we

identified two core level components (labelled Sb and S0 in Fig. 3(a)), as-

signed to photoemission from bulk and surface Re atoms, respectively, with

an estimated SCLS of −95 ± 5 meV. The high energy resolution Re 4f7/2

core level spectra of the c(4 × 2) structure acquired with a photon energy

hν = 200 eV, at normal and grazing emission, are reported in Fig. 3(b)–(c),

respectively.
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Figure 3: (a) High resolution Re 4f7/2 core level spectra of clean Re(0001), acquired at

normal emission with hν = 200 eV; the deconvolution into bulk (Sb) and surface (S0)

components is shown superimposed. (b, c) High resolution Re 4f7/2 core level spectrum of

the c(4×2) structure, collected with hν = 200 eV, at normal (b) and grazing (c) emission.

As evident by comparing the deconvoluted spectrum of C–covered Re(0001)

with that of the clean surface (Fig. 3 (a)), the core level component due to

first layer clean surface Re atoms, S0, is absent in the C–covered spectrum.

At the same time, new adsorbate–induced components (labelled S1–green

curve–, S2–red curve– and S3–orange curve–in Fig. 3) appear, respectively,

at 140 ± 20, 280 ± 25 and 570 ± 25 meV higher BE than the bulk compo-

nent. The enhanced intensity of these components relative to the bulk peak

at grazing emission supports their assignment to surface atoms. Notably,

the S3 component, besides showing a larger Gaussian width, is considerably

less intense than S1 and S2: its integrated area at normal emission, in fact,
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amounts to less than 20% of the combined intensity of the other two com-

ponents. This suggests that this component could be related, rather than to

the ordered c(4 × 2) structure, to patches of some different carbon species

extending on the surface regions left uncovered by the c(4× 2), as indicated

by the LEEM data.

In order to understand the origin of the various core level components

in the Re 4f7/2 spectrum and to determine the geometry of the c(4 × 2)

structure, we performed a set of DFT calculations at variable C coverage.

We simulated C/Re(0001) structures for coverages ranging from 0.5 to 1.5

ML, and for non–equivalent C adsorption configurations, as shown in Fig. 4,

which reports the corresponding model cells with c(4× 2) (highlighted by a

blue mark) or (4× 2) periodicity.

Although, in fact, the diffraction pattern exhibits c(4× 2) symmetry, we

can reasonably assume that the breaking of the central symmetry, e.g. in

correspondence of domain walls, may lead to the local appearance of config-

urations with (4× 2) symmetry. For this reason, in our simulations we also

tested configurations with (4× 2) periodicity, obtained from local modifica-

tions of the c(4× 2) geometry.
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Figure 4: Simulated structural models of C overlayers with coverages between 0.5 and

1.5 ML, assuming C adsorption in different surface sites. The cells with c(4×2) symmetry

are highlighted with a blue mark on the corresponding label; the other structures have

(4 × 2) symmetry. Structure (l) also has a C atom in a subsurface interstitial site, which

is indicated by a light blue circle. . For each structure, the C coverage and the total

energy are indicated on the left. The values of the calculated SCLSs (in meV) are shown,

superimposed to each first-layer Re atom in the different cells. Details of model (g) are

highlighted in the bottom panel.

In all the examined configurations, the C atoms occupy fcc or hcp three-

fold sites; on–top adsorption was excluded because C atoms on transition

metal (TM) surfaces are known to favour high coordination configurations [37].

The configurations with C atoms in bridge sites are found to be metastable,
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and tend to relax to three–fold site adsorption. The calculated SCLS cor-

responding to each first–layer Re atom in the unit cell are also reported in

Fig. 4.

As it turns out from our analysis, the most stable configurations are

associated with the formation of either dimers or trimers, while the structures

with isolated C atoms in three–fold sites are unfavoured at all coverages.

It is important to notice that a SCLS of the S3 component comparable

with the experimental value of +570 meV can be obtained only by assuming

a higher carbon coverage (0.75 instead of 0.5 ML). In particular, the only

theoretical models which correctly reproduce the experimental BE of S3 are

the ones with C atoms adsorbed in adjacent sites in a trimer configuration

(see Fig. 4 (f-g)). However, in all these structures the simulated S3 component

is too intense compared to the experimental spectra and, most importantly,

none of the models is compatible with the observation of a single peak in the

C 1s core level spectrum, which suggests the presence of a unique C species.

A thorough comparison of the DFT–simulated models with our experi-

mental data lead us to the conclusion that the overlayer with the observed

c(4 × 2) periodicity does not correspond to a single, well-ordered C phase.

This is also supported by our LEEM results, showing that the Re surface is

only partially covered by c(4 × 2) islands. We believe the c(4 × 2) phase is

mainly formed by C atom sitting in three–fold sites, as in model (d). Since,

however, this is not the thermodynamically most stable configuration (ac-

cording to our DFT calculations), the local formation of trimers must be

considered in order to account for the experimentally observed SCL compo-

nent at +570 meV.
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As a consequence, the absence of visible multiple components in the C

1s core level spectrum can be either ascribed to a low surface density of the

minority population, or to our difficulty in detecting very small amounts of

carbon.

We will see in the following that the local configuration with C trimers is

typical of the carbide structure that forms at higher temperature.

3.2. High temperature carbon overlayers

In order to study the evolution of the C adlayers on Re(0001) and to

investigate the possible formation of graphene on this substrate, we explored

temperature and pressure conditions that differ from the ones used to obtain

the c(4× 2) carbon phase.

As a first trial, we exposed the Re(0001) substrate to C2H4 at room tem-

perature for a long period, up to a dose of more than 20 L (beyond the

saturation limit), and subsequently annealed the sample to higher temper-

ature. We repeated this procedure for several different annealing tempera-

tures between 850 and 1100 K, but the formation of an extended, ordered

graphene layer was never observed. This is different from what reported for

Ru(0001), where the annealing of an amorphous carbon layer results in the

formation of graphene [38, 39]. Our results indicate that other methods,

like the high–temperature annealing of surface carbides [2], or C monomer

and dimer species [40], which have been successfully used to grow graphene

on other substrates, fail on Re (0001). Both our µ-LEED and photoemis-

sion data, instead, indicate that, upon annealing of the C2H4–presaturated

Re(0001) surface, only local graphene patches form on the surface. In fact,

the moiré LEED pattern distinctive of graphene, is visible only in few selected
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areas of the sample, while, in the other regions, LEED exhibits the (1 × 1)

pattern of the clean surface. At the same time, the C 1s core level spectrum

shows the double–peak structure characteristic of graphene/Re(0001) -as will

be explained in detail later on–, but the low intensity of the photoemission

signal and the broad shape of the two peaks clearly indicate that the C layer

covers only a limited area of the sample and is highly defective. We hence

conclude that annealing of a well–ordered c(4×2) overlayer above 750 K leads

to bulk dissolution, depleting the C coverage. This is a first indication that

thermally activated C subsurface migration competes against the formation

of stable surface C phases.

The second recipe we tested consisted of exposing the Re surface to a flux

of C2H4 at high sample temperature, following a procedure which is routinely

used on a number of substrates (e.g. Pt, Rh, Ir, Ru [2]). Several combinations

of the experimental parameters (temperature, gas pressure, exposure time)

were tried, but none of them led to the formation of a well-ordered graphene

layer. At T>750 K, in fact, the thermal decomposition of C2H4 on Re(0001)

results in a competitive interplay among three processes: graphene growth,

surface carbide formation, and C bulk dissolution.
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Figure 5: Top: LEED pattern of the surface carbide structure (E = 40 eV). Bottom: DF

LEEM images (E = 47 eV, f.o.v.=4 µm) of three non–equivalent domains (A, B and C),

related by an in–plane rotation of 120◦. α and β indicate the two non–equivalent subdo-

mains forming domain B, related by an in–plane rotation of ∼12◦. The surface carbide

was prepared by exposing the Re surface to a flux of C2H4 molecules (p= 2× 10−7 mbar)

and repeatedly annealing the sample up to 1200 K. This procedure allows allows a uniform

carbide layer extending over the whole sample with no signs of graphene formation.

Basically, we observed that a combination of high temperature and low

C2H4 pressure (p<1× 10−6 mbar, typically used on other substrates to ob-

tain high quality graphene layers, because of the lower density of ensuing

nucleation centres) in our case favours C subsurface migration. On the other

hand, if the pressure is high enough (to ensure that the flux of impinging hy-

drocarbon molecules is larger than the rate of C bulk dissolution), graphene

can in principle grow on the surface. Unfortunately, though, the thermally

activated formation and diffusion of defects induces a depletion of the C layer
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and the simultaneous formation of a new ordered phase, later identified as

a surface carbide, as indicated by the appearance of a new, sharp LEED

pattern (Fig. 5 (top)), whose complex geometry can be described, using the

Park–Madden notation, by the following matrix: ~b1

~b2

 =

 7 0

2 5

 ~a1

~a2

 (1)

where ~b1,~b2 indicate the unit cell vectors of the overlayer, and ~a1,~a2 are the

primitive vectors of the Re(0001) lattice. Symmetry considerations led us

to the conclusion that the observed pattern results from the superposition

of three non–equivalent domains rotated by 120◦ from each other. This was

confirmed by dark field LEEM experiments, which allowed us to isolate the

regions of the sample contributing to non–equivalent diffraction spots (la-

belled A, B and C in Fig. 5). Inside each domain, we further distinguished

two non–equivalent subdomains related by an in–plane rotation of ∼12◦ (la-

belled α and β in Fig. 5).

The LEED pattern of a single subdomain exhibits parallel arrays of evenly

spaced spots, whose diffraction intensity is inversely proportional to the

diffraction order (i.e. the lowest–order spots are the brightest), a behaviour

typical of multiple scattering phenomena.
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Figure 6: (a) C 1s spectrum of the Re surface carbide; (b-c) High resolution Re 4f7/2 core

level spectra, acquired at hν = 200 eV, at (b) normal and (c) grazing emission.

Interestingly, also the R(15 × 3) carbide structure on W(110) shows a

similar LEED pattern, where the superposition of rotational domains has

occasionally been observed [41–45].

The C 1s core level spectrum of the Re surface carbide (Fig. 6 (a)) shows

a distinctive double–peak structure, with two core level components (labelled

C1 and C2), centred at 282.85 eV and 283.35 eV, respectively. The compar-

ison of this C 1s core level spectrum with that of the analogous species on

W(110) [45] confirms a certain similarity between the two. In both cases, in

fact, two core level components can be resolved in the spectrum; furthermore,

they are located at similar BEs, displaying a relative shift of approximately
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450 meV.

According to our DFT calculations for the C 1s core level BEs for the

trimer structure shown in Fig. 4 (see details of model (g) in the bottom panel),

CA and CC–type carbon atoms have the same BE, while CB–type atoms are

found at 0.6 eV higher BE, in fair agreement with the experimental findings.

The BE difference between CA/C- and CB–type atoms clearly arises from

distinct local configurations, very likely characterized by a different charge

transfer from the substrate to the adsorbates. In addition, the experimental

intensity ratio between the two C 1s core level components is 0.57, very

close to the theoretical ratio of 1 : 2 between the populations of CB– and

CA/C–type atoms, which locally form the trimer structure (Fig. 4 bottom).

The Re 4f7/2 core level spectrum of this new phase (Fig. 6(b)-(c)) shows,

as in the case of the c(4×2) phase, a suppression of the photoemission signal

from uncoordinated surface atoms, while two new components (labelled S ′2

and S ′3) are seen to grow on the high BE side of the bulk peak. Most notably,

these two components are located at BEs very similar to those of the S2 and

S3 peaks in the c(4× 2) structure.

The intensity ratio between S ′2 and S ′3 exhibits a strong dependence on

the photoemission angle (compare Fig. 6(b) and (c)), and both components

are enhanced with respect to the bulk signal at grazing emission (especially

S ′3). We can therefore conclude that both S ′2 and S ′3 originate from top-

layer substrate atoms in similar local configurations (also in terms of C−Re

bonding) to those of surface Re atoms in the low temperature C phase.

Although our LEED analysis enabled us to determine the size and peri-

odicity of the surface carbide unit cell, we cannot yet draw conclusions about
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the details of the atomic structure. Unfortunately, in fact, the size and com-

plexity of the unit cell did not allow us to determine the minimum energy

structure by means of DFT calculations. Our results, however, clearly indi-

cate that the C trimer shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 4 (corresponding

to cell (g)) generates the observed surface core level shifted component at

+570 meV. We therefore believe that carbon trimers are the building blocks

of the surface carbide phase.

Their presence, although in a limited amount, already accompanies the

formation of the c(4 × 2) structure, in the form of layer defects. In the

final stable configuration, carbon forms clusters of 3 atoms adsorbed in ad-

jacent sites in an hcp–fcc–hcp sequence, where the C atom in the middle

is found at 0.37 Å distance (in the plane) from the straight line connecting

the two neighbouring atoms, and 0.32 Å above the plane of the other atoms

(see Fig. 4–bottom). This is accompanied by a significant modification of

the substrate morphology, in particular by a height increase of the first layer

Re atoms placed just below the trimers, which have an average distance of

1.37 Å from the substrate, and by a visible zig–zag distortion of the Re atoms

in the [1000] direction. We cannot exclude the occurrence of a surface recon-

struction, as previously proposed for the R(15× 3)/W(110) structure [46].

In conclusion, it is clear that the appearance of the carbide phase over a

wide temperature range, from 750 to 1100 K, poses a significant limitation

to the growth of an extended graphene layer.

3.3. High temperature graphene formation

The results reported above justify the conclusion that, to grow graphene

on Re, a route alternative to those typically adopted on other transition
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metal surfaces must be used. In the search for an effective growth method,

the following factors, affecting the quality of the resulting graphene layer,

should be considered. First of all, the temperature should be high enough

to enhance the rate of C−C bond formation, but not so large to favour

the breakup of the C layer. The hydrocarbon pressure, on the other hand,

should be high enough to enable the initial C cluster nucleation, but not too

high, otherwise the simultaneous formation of multiple nucleation centres

would eventually result in a defective C layer, with a high density of domain

boundaries.

The recipe we ultimately worked out consists of preliminarily saturating

the Re substrate with C2H4 at room temperature, and subsequently perform-

ing a series of rapid heating–cooling cycles between 300 and 1100 K in C2H4

atmosphere (pC2H4
=5× 10−7 mbar). This procedure yields a high quality

graphene layer, as judged from the sharp LEED pattern (see Fig. 7 (d)),

which exhibits the typical periodicity of a moiré coincidence lattice when

graphene is grown on many TMs [47], and by the low diffuse background.

We believe the success of this growth method can be explained by the

following two arguments: (i) heating the sample in cycles rather than keeping

it at high temperature for a prolonged period reduces the probability of C−C

bond breaking and prevents possible damages to the C layer; (ii) as will be

explained in detail in the following, a single CVD annealing cycle is not

sufficient to cover the whole sample with graphene.

In order to tackle the dynamics of the graphene formation process, and to

study the effect of the temperature on the overlayer, we performed an in situ

LEED experiment, in which we monitored the evolution of the diffraction
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pattern while preparing graphene by a series of annealing cycles in ethylene

atmosphere. A waterfall plot showing the evolution of the LEED pattern

along the radial direction between the (1, 0) and the (1, 0) spots of the sub-

strate is reported in Fig. 7 (a). From the plot in Fig. 7 (c), it is clear how

the diffraction spots associated with the moirè periodicity increase in inten-

sity at each annealing cycle4, meaning that the graphene lattice is growing

in an ordered way and extending over the metal substrate. The intensity

losses in correspondence of the temperature maxima, which produce the os-

cillating behaviour of the curve, are simply due to the Debye–Waller thermal

attenuation effect.

Another interesting phenomenon accompanying graphene formation is the

modification of the moiré lattice constant: the reciprocal lattice spacing be-

tween the (0.92,0) moiré diffraction spot and the (0,0) spot of the substrate,

in fact, increases between consecutive annealing cycles. The maximum rela-

tive variation amounts to about 3%. This indicates that the graphene lattice

undergoes a partial structural rearrangement and that the moiré supercell

slightly contracts as the carbon layer extends over the substrate. Notably, a

similar effect has been reported by Blanc et al. [48] for graphene on Ir(111).

In particular, the authors observed large lattice strain effects, above 2%,

during graphene growth by CVD on Ir(111), which were attributed to the

presence and diffusion of vacancies formed during CVD. More specifically,

they propose that the progressive filling of vacancies during CVD and the

thermally activated diffusion of small vacancies to the edges of graphene is-

4Only the (0.92,0) moirè diffraction spot is shown in the Figure
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lands, where they disappear, reduce the tensile strains, leading to a decrease

of the moiré lattice parameter at increasing C coverage. It is reasonable to

assume that a similar mechanism can explain the analogous effect observed

for graphene/Re(0001).
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Figure 7: (a) LEED line profile evolution of graphene/Re(0001), recorded in situ during

C2H4 CVD on Re(0001) through a series of heating/cooling cycles. (b) Sample tempera-

ture vs time during C2H4 CVD. (c) Intensity evolution of the (0,0) (red) and of the (0.92,0)

moirè (blue) LEED spot during graphene formation on Re(0001). (d) Moirè LEED pattern

of a high quality graphene layer on Re(0001).
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The moiré superlattice periodicity was estimated from a line profile analy-

sis of the LEED patterns of graphene/Re(0001) acquired at various electron

energies, revealing that the moiré cell is formed by (10 × 10) unit cells of

graphene over (9 × 9) unit cells of the substrate. It should be recalled that

the lattice parameter of pristine graphene is 2.46 Å, while that of Re(0001)

is 2.71 Å. Since each graphene unit cell contains two C atoms, the total C

coverage yielded by a single C layer extending over the entire substrate is

2 × (10 × 10)/(9 × 9) = 2.47 ML, corresponding to a density of 3.74× 1015

C atoms cm−2.

On the basis of the structural information obtained in this preliminary

stage, we performed detailed DFT calculations. Our simulations [49] indicate

that the moiré cell is significantly corrugated, with a C−Re distance between

2.14 and 3.87 Å (relative to the top layer of the substrate) and nearly 75%

of the C atoms within 3 Å from the metal substrate. More specifically, the

internal regions of the moiré cell, where the C atoms are found either in fcc or

in on–top position, are on average characterized by a shorter C−Re distance,

while, at the corners of the moiré cell, the C layer is slightly lifted relative

to the substrate.

The DFT–calculated positions of the 200 C atoms in the moiré cell were

analysed to determine the C−C bond length distribution, calculated as the

average distance of each C atom from the three nearest neighbouring atoms.

It turns out that the C−C bond length inside the moiré cell ranges between

1.43 and 1.47 Å, with a relative variation of 3% and an average value of

1.45 Å. These data should be compared with the C−C bond length of pristine

graphene, which is 1.42 Å. Specifically, a significant C−C bond stretching is
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observed in the buckled regions of the moiré cell, where the C layer is closer

to the substrate, while, at the corners and along the borders of the cell, the

average C−C distance is comparable to that of free-standing graphene. In

addition, a clear dependence between the C−C bond length and the C−Re

distance is found, as can be seen in Fig. 8(a-b).

Interestingly, we observe that the atoms inside the ‘valleys’ of the moiré

cell (see inset of Fig. 8 (a)) are not equivalent as far as the C−C bond dis-

tance is concerned. Namely, the stretching is smaller for B–type C atoms

(the ones in on–top sites, which display an average C−C bond length of

1.45 Å), and larger for A–type atoms, which are not directly bonded to a

first–layer Re atom, and for which the C−C bond length is on average nearly

1% (0.01 Å) larger than for the others. After the structural characterisa-

tion of the system, a fundamental insight into the electronic properties of

graphene/Re(0001) was achieved through the analysis of the C 1s core level

photoemission spectrum: the spectral profile, in fact, is strongly affected by

the coupling between graphene and the substrate.
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Figure 8: (a) DFT–calculated C−C nearest neighbour distance inside the moiré cell of

graphene/Re(0001). (b) Plot of the calculated C−C nearest neighbour distance vs C−Re

distance. The colour scale in both (a) and (b) is proportional to the C−C bond length.

(c) DFT–simulated moiré cell of graphene/Re(0001) (only the first layer of the substrate

is shown). (d) Calculated C 1s core level BEs vs C−Re distance, showing a monotonic

dependence between the two quantities. The blue color scale reflects the atomic core level

BEs.
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The high-energy resolution C 1s core level spectrum of graphene/Re(0001)5

exhibits two main components, separated by 700±20 meV, which suggests a

strong interaction between the C layer and the substrate, based on the anal-

ogy with graphene/Ru(0001) and Rh(111) [49]. Following the interpretation

proposed for the latter systems, we assigned the low BE component (W) to

the weakly interacting regions of the graphene layer and the peak at higher

BE (S) to the strongly interacting ones.

The large Lorentzian width of the high BE component6 resembles what

found for similar systems, suggesting the presence of a manifold of unresolved

spectral features. For graphene/Re(0001), the inadequacy of the two–peak

model, which makes a net distinction between ‘weakly’ and ‘strongly’ inter-

acting regions of the C layer, has recently been addressed by DFT [49]. In

that work, we calculated the C 1s core level BE of each of the 200 C atoms in

the moiré cell, including both initial and final state effects. Our results indi-

cated a continuous distribution of the core level BEs in the range 284.3÷285.8

eV, and evidenced a clear correlation between the latter and the C−Re dis-

tance: a smaller C–substrate distance, in fact, is reflected in a higher BE.

The simulated spectral distribution was then fitted to a sum of 200 Doniach-

Šunjič (DS) functions convoluted with a Gaussian profile. The BE of each

component was fixed to its DFT–calculated value. The excellent agreement

between experimental and simulated data proved that the double–peak shape

of the C 1s spectrum actually arises from a quasi–continuous, rather than

binary distribution of the C−Re distances in the nanomesh [49].

5see Supplementary Data.
6please refer to the table of the line shape parameters in the Supplementary Data
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A further improvement in the quality of the fit was achieved by intro-

ducing an exponential dependence of the type A exp (−Bd) (with A and B

free fitting parameters) between the Lorentzian FWHM of the peaks and the

C−Re distance. This assumption relies on the consideration that a larger

or smaller distance between the C atoms and the substrate affects the local

electronic structure, and hence the core–hole relaxation probability, in the

region considered. The values of the A and B parameters obtained from our

fit (A = 1.015 ± 0.100 eV; B = 0.536 ± 0.05 Å−1), indicate, as expected, a

reduction of the average core–hole lifetime for the low–lying, strongly inter-

acting C atoms of the moiré cell. The values we correspondingly obtain for

the Lorentzian widths are in the range 130÷320 meV. The lower limit of 130

meV compares fairly well with the experimentally found Lorentzian widths

of graphene/Ir(111), reported in previous studies [50, 51].

As already pointed out in our previous work [49], some distinctive com-

mon trends can be identified for both the C 1s core level BE distribution

inside the moiré cell and the corresponding distribution of the C−Re dis-

tances. According to our DFT calculations, the low–lying regions of the C

layer are characterized by a stronger C-metal interaction, while the C atoms

at the edges, which are found at a larger distance from the substrate, are

more weakly interacting.

An analogous relationship is found also between the C 1s core level BE

distribution and the C−C bond length distribution. Specifically, we observe

that the C atoms in the strongly buckled fcc and hcp regions of the moiré

cell have a higher C 1s core level BE, while the atoms in the atop regions are

characterized by a smaller BE.
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A closer inspection of the C 1s core level BE distribution inside the ‘val-

leys’ of the moiré cell (see inset of Fig. 8 (c)) reveals a similar trend to the

one found for the C−C bond distance distribution. In this case, in fact, the

C atoms in on–top sites, labelled A, are characterized by a BE nearly 500

meV smaller than B–type atoms.

In conclusion, inside the buckled regions of the moiré cell, the C atoms

on top of a first layer Re atom exhibit a smaller C 1s core level BE and

a slight C−C bond length contraction. This behaviour is consistent with

our previous observations on the thermal evolution of the C 1s core level

spectrum of graphene/Ir(111) [52]: the annealing–induced C−C bond length

stretching, in fact, results in an overall shift of the C 1s core level spectrum

to higher BEs.

3.4. Competition between C phases and thermal stability of graphene

In the high temperature range we observe an intriguing interplay among

three competing processes: graphene growth, surface carburisation and car-

bon bulk dissolution. The prevalence of one process over the others depends

on two key factors: the temperature of the sample and the background hy-

drocarbon pressure.

All our experimental observations, however, indicate that graphene/Re(0001)

is not stable at T≥1000 K. Above this temperature, in fact, both graphene

annealing at increasing temperature and its prolonged annealing at con-

stant temperature result in the irreversible depletion of the C layer and in

the simultaneous appearance of surface carbides. With reference to Fig. 9,

which reports the C 1s photoemission spectra measured while annealing

the graphene/Re(0001) system, we observe that, although the most evident
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changes occur above 1200 K, some significant modifications take place already

between 1000 and 1200 K: although the double-peak structure of graphene is

preserved, in fact, the strongly interacting C 1s core level component (S) sig-

nificantly loses intensity upon annealing [49]. For temperatures between 1100

and 1200 K, the overall intensity of the C 1s photoemission signal rapidly

decreases, and, at the same time, the photoemission signal associated with

surface carbides gains intensity.

To shed light on these phenomena, we carried out distinct sets of ex-

periments, in which we focused on the evolution of the C layer, either as a

function of the temperature, or as a function of the time -with the sample

kept at fixed temperature.
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Figure 9: Photoemission intensity evolution of the different C 1s spectral components

during annealing of graphene/Re(0001) from 1100 to 1240 K.

In the constant–temperature XPS experiments [53], we monitored the

evolution of the C 1s core level spectrum of the the graphene–covered sub-

strate while annealing it at a constant heating rate. The initial stage of

the annealing above 1000 K is characterised by an evident intensity loss of

the double peak structure typical of graphene, followed by the appearance, at

lower BE, of the two–peak structure characteristic of surface carbides. Above

a certain temperature (≥1350 K), however, also these spectral features lose

intensity and eventually disappear, which clearly indicates the complete bulk
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dissolution of the C initially present on the surface.

The same experiment was repeated also in LEED and LEEM mode. An-

nealing of a well–ordered graphene–covered surface first results in the inten-

sity attenuation of the moiré diffraction pattern, and subsequently in the

appearance of the complex diffraction pattern characteristic of the carbidic

phase. The transition from graphene to carbide is quite abrupt: within a

temperature range of 100 K the process is mostly completed. Interestingly,

although the diffraction spots of the moiré superlattice lose intensity upon

annealing, thus indicating a depletion of the C layer caused by bulk dissolu-

tion, they keep a sharp and narrow shape over the whole T range before van-

ishing, as reflected in their Lorentzian width, which is basically unchanged.

This means that the long range order of the C layer is substantially preserved

upon annealing, hence proving that the disruption of the graphene layer does

not proceed by reaction fronts, but rather involves the random formation of

point lattice defects.

Consistently with the XPS results, the LEED data confirm that the

surface carbide species is gradually bulk–dissolved upon annealing: above

1350 K, in fact, also the diffraction pattern of surface carbides fades away

until only the (1× 1) pattern of the clean surface remains visible.

To gain complementary information on the evolution of the C layer in

real space, the same experiment was repeated also in microscopy mode. The

LEEM image of graphene–covered Re(0001) at the start of the experiment

exhibits a uniform grey shade, as visible in Fig. 10(a). The onset of carbide

nucleation is characterized by the appearance of dark spots on the surface,

both at the steps and on the terraces (Fig. 10(b)), which progressively expand
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to cover great part of the surface (Fig. 10(c)-(d)). Upon further annealing,

the area of the carburized surface (Fig. 10(g)) shrinks upon C bulk disso-

lution, so that in the end only the bare Rhenium surface remains visible

(Fig. 10(h)).
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Figure 10: BF LEEM images (E=4 eV, f.o.v.: 4µm) acquired during the annealing of

graphene/Re(0001) at increasing temperature (see insets in the figures). (a) graphene-

covered Re surface at the beginning of the experiment, showing a uniform grey shade;

(b) carbide nucleation, accompanied by the appearance of dark spots at the steps and on

the terraces; (c-e) expansion of the surface carbide phase; (f-g) thermally-induced bulk

dissolution of the surface carbides (the bright halo around the dark spots is caused by

the different work function of the clean and carburised regions of the substrate); (h) bare

Re(0001) surface visible after C bulk dissolution.
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It is worth reporting that the same behaviour, namely the transition

graphene→carbides→bulk dissolution is observed also when the sample is

annealed in an ethylene background, although in that case the hydrocarbon

pressure pushes the transition temperatures to higher values.

It is instructive to compare the high temperature thermal behaviour of

graphene/Re(0001) with that of graphene/Rh(111) [54]. First and foremost,

graphene growth on both substrates requires an accurate selection of the

experimental growth conditions, in particular of the annealing rate during

hydrocarbon CVD. Moreover, both systems are characterised by a complex

interplay between graphene and carbides, but there are some relevant differ-

ences. First, graphene/Rh(111) is stable over a considerably larger temper-

ature range (808-1053 K) than graphene/Re(0001). In addition, differently

from what observed in the case of graphene/Re(0001), carbides on Rh are

energetically less stable than graphene, which precludes the conversion of

graphene into carbides, but makes the reverse process possible. In fact,

when carbides and graphene coexist on the Rh(111) surface, the carbides

eventually transform into graphene islands, which progressively grow in size

over time.

Another system which is in many respects similar to Re(0001) is Fe(110).

Also this substrate, in fact, interacts strongly with carbon, so that graphene

growth is limited to a very narrow window of the experimental parameter

space [55]. Differently from Re, however, Fe is characterised by a higher

carbon bulk solubility and tends to form a stable bulk carbide phase, Fe3C.

It is therefore clear that the possibility to grow graphene on strongly inter-

acting metals is ultimately determined by the accurate choice of the exper-
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imental growth parameters (temperature, hydrocarbon pressure, annealing

procedure), and does not depend on the nature of the possible C phases

competing with graphene on a specific substrate.

Besides the experiments at increasing temperature, we monitored also the

thermal evolution of graphene when the sample is kept at constant temper-

ature (in the range 1100–1200 K). As previously reported [49], the graphene

layer does not resist at high temperature, and the process of C−C bond

breaking, which has an estimated activation barrier of 3.5±0.7 eV, is favoured

in the strongly buckled regions of the moiré cell, where it takes place through

the diffusion of C monolayer vacancies.

It is important to stress here that the process of graphene layer breaking

observed in our case is markedly different from what reported by Gall et

al. [56], who state that the breakup of C−C bonds occurs at the edges of

graphene islands.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, our experimental and theoretical results demonstrate that

the growth of high–quality graphene films is possible also on Re(0001), al-

though it is restricted to a small region of the experimental parameter space

(substrate temperature, hydrocarbon gas pressure and exposure time). More

specifically, while the low temperature regime is dominated by the formation

of a chemisorbed carbon phase with c(4×2) periodicity, at high temperature

we observe a complex interplay between two competing species, graphene

and surface carbides, whose formation is in turn opposed by carbon bulk

dissolution. By carefully exploring the parameter space, it is still possible
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to grow a single layer of graphene, free from surface carbides and avoiding

carbon bulk saturation of the Re(0001) crystal, at temperatures which are

significantly lower than previously reported [21].

In this way, despite the competition with a rival species, the quality of the

so–obtained graphene layer, as judged from our diffraction and microscopy

data, is very high. At high temperature, the disruption of graphene is a

very intriguing phenomenon, which proceeds through the partial conversion

of graphene into surface carbides, and eventually leads to carbon migration

to the subsurface region of the sample.

Our findings are promising, because they suggest that, under appropriate

conditions, also other substrates, like W and Ti, which are well known to

interact strongly with C and to form carbides, might be good candidates for

the supported growth of graphene. Most importantly, we believe our method

can be effective at temperatures below the carbon bulk solubility, thanks to

the favourable interplay between kinetics and thermodynamics under these

conditions.
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List of captions for Figures and Tables

Figure 1 Thermal Desorption spectra of H2 (m/e = 2) for different values

of the ethylene exposure at T=170 K. Heating rate =2 K s−1. In the

insets are reported the disordered (1×1) LEED pattern of the Re(0001)

surface after C2H4 adsorption at room temperature and (on the right)

the experimentally determined H uptake curve.

Figure 2 (a) LEED pattern of the c(4× 2) structure (E = 55 eV), in which

three diffraction spots due to non–equivalent surface domains are differ-

ently highlighted. (b) Corresponding bright field image of the surface

(E = 4 eV, field of view (f.o.v.): 2 µm). (c)–(e) Dark field LEEM im-

ages (E = 16 eV, f.o.v.: 2 µm) of the three non–equivalent domains

corresponding to the LEED spots highlighted in (a).

Figure 3 (a) High resolution Re 4f7/2 core level spectra of clean Re(0001),

acquired at normal emission with hν = 200 eV; the deconvolution into

bulk (Sb) and surface (S0) components is shown superimposed. (b, c)

High resolution Re 4f7/2 core level spectrum of the c(4× 2) structure,

collected with hν = 200 eV, at normal (b) and grazing (c) emission.

Figure 4 Simulated structural models of C overlayers with coverages be-

tween 0.5 and 1.5 ML, assuming C adsorption in different surface sites.

The cells with c(4 × 2) symmetry are highlighted with a blue mark

on the corresponding label; the other structures have (4 × 2) symme-

try. Structure (l) also has a C atom in a subsurface interstitial site,

which is indicated by a light blue circle. . For each structure, the C

coverage and the total energy are indicated on the left. The values of
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the calculated SCLSs (in meV) are shown, superimposed to each first-

layer Re atom in the different cells. Details of model (g) are highlighted

in the bottom panel.

Figure 5 Top: LEED pattern of the surface carbide structure (E = 40

eV). Bottom: DF LEEM images (E = 47 eV, f.o.v.=4µm) of three

non–equivalent domains (A, B and C), related by an in–plane rotation

of 120◦. α and β indicate the two non–equivalent subdomains forming

domain B, related by an in–plane rotation of ∼12◦. The surface carbide

was prepared by exposing the Re surface to a flux of C2H4 molecules

(p= 2× 10−7 mbar) and repeatedly annealing the sample up to 1200 K.

This procedure allows allows a uniform carbide layer extending over

the whole sample with no signs of graphene formation.

Figure 6 (a) C 1s spectrum of the Re surface carbide; (b-c) High resolution

Re 4f7/2 core level spectra, acquired at hν = 200 eV, at (b) normal and

(c) grazing emission.

Figure 7 LEED line profile evolution of graphene/Re(0001), recorded in

situ during C2H4 CVD on Re(0001) through a series of heating/cooling

cycles. (b) Sample temperature vs time during C2H4 CVD. (c) Intensity

evolution of the (0,0) (red) and of the (0.92,0) moirè (blue) LEED spot

during graphene formation on Re(0001). (d) Moirè LEED pattern of a

high quality graphene layer on Re(0001).

Figure 8 (a) DFT–calculated C−C nearest neighbour distance inside the

moiré cell of graphene/Re(0001). (b) Plot of the calculated C−C near-

est neighbour distance vs C−Re distance. The colour scale in both (a)
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and (b) is proportional to the C−C bond length. (c) DFT–simulated

moiré cell of graphene/Re(0001) (only the first layer of the substrate is

shown). (d) Calculated C 1s core level BEs vs C−Re distance, showing

a monotonic dependence between the two quantities. The blue color

scale reflects the atomic core level BEs.

Figure 9 Photoemission intensity evolution of the different C 1s spectral

components during annealing of graphene/Re(0001) from 1100 to 1240 K.

Figure 10 BF LEEM images (E=4 eV, f.o.v.: 4µm) acquired during the

annealing of graphene/Re(0001) at increasing temperature (see insets

in the figures). (a) graphene-covered Re surface at the beginning of

the experiment, showing a uniform grey shade; (b) carbide nucleation,

accompanied by the appearance of dark spots at the steps and on the

terraces; (c-e) expansion of the surface carbide phase; (f-g) thermally-

induced bulk dissolution of the surface carbides (the bright halo around

the dark spots is caused by the different work function of the clean and

carburised regions of the substrate); (h) bare Re(0001) surface visible

after C bulk dissolution.
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